**Quality Objectives**

1- Stabilization of applying the Egyptian missions programs which already signed, by the end of the first quarter of 2011.

2- Activation of missioners welfare role before, during, and after the mission, by the end of the third quarter of 2011.

3- Activation of the Educational Center of Arabic Language abroad, by the end of the first half of 2011.

4- Paying the need fees by the international students through the electronic paying from any place in the world and this through the co-operation between the sector and the Egyptian Central Bank, by the end of the third quarter of 2011.

5- Moving of the Public Administration of International Students to the new building in Nasr City, and this in the framework of improving the work environment and completing the preparation of international students' club, by the end of the first half of 2011.

6- Completing the redistribution of the map of cultural bureaus/centers which serve the national interests, by the end of the third quarter of 2011.

7- Activation of the Public Administration of Cultural Researches' role concerning providing of cultural bureaus/centers with visual and panel cultural materials, such as documentary films and other products can reflect the Egyptian Civilization all over the age, by the end of the second quarter of 2011.

8- Activation of cultural agreements and executive programs signed between Egypt and other countries of the world, by the end of the third quarter of 2011.

9- Increasing the quality system awareness level of workers, by the end of 2011.

10- Completing the activation of mechanization of the procedures of the public and central administrations in the sector, by the end of 2011.

11- Completing the qualifying of human resources in the sector, by the end of 2011.

12- Completing re-organization of the functional structure of public and central administrations in the sector, by the end of the third quarter of 2011.
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